hen the 'Abbasids chose black banners and black costumes Was the official symbol of their regime, a battleground was created which had not existed previously in the relationships between the groups competing for power in the Islamic arena. This not only led the opposing camps to adopt banners and symbols in various colors, but also engendered a new kind of propaganda war aimed at supporting the political efforts of the respective sides, presenting them as if they were based on Islamic religious foundations, for the sake of legitimacy.
In this article I shall try to shed light on this phenomenon from a number of viewpoints, including its beginnings and the degree to which it is linked to Arab-Islamic tradition. I shall also attempt to illuminate the political background and traditional conceptions in whose shadow this phenomenon grew and prospered. The issue of black banners was connected to the dissemination of prophetic traditions of a messianic nature, according to which the Prophet Muhammad foresaw the suffering that would be the lot of his family after his death, and informed them that salvation would come from the East when the local people would arise and bear the black flags that would lead them to a final victory against the rule of tyranny and restore justice'. 'Abbasid propaganda also contributed to the significant dissemination of the black-banner tradition, since the latter was included in the spurious will delivered by This fact did not influence the strong effect these traditions had on the public, who showed great interest in them. The masses saw in these prophecies a divine predestination whose eventual materialization was inevitable 6. This attitude was reflected in their behavior, evidencing itself even in the course of their daily lives'. Because of the negative political implications that were likely 2 A�b�r al-�Abb�s, p. 185; Ibn Ab� 1-Had�d, Šar� nah� al-bal�ga. ed. Ab� al-Fadl Ibr�h�m, Cairo, 1959, vol. 7, pp. 149-150 
